
“I opened my eyes and now I’m
paying the price.”

       

    

History

Study

        
Your parents didn’t know what to do with you, other than enroll you in the best schools,
and wonder at your potential.

.
Eidetic Memory:

Know

Exceptional Talent:

wrong

Don’t worry. Everything’s going to come out shiny in the end.

.
Lightweight:

Lighthearted:

That’s the problem with ambition: the higher you climb, the longer the drop. You
really put yourself out there and now you’ve got to start over.

.
Coping Mechanism:
you may add your
Out of Your Element:
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“Forget trying to bribe me. Don’t
you know who I work for?”

       

    

Search

Pistols
        
You’ve got your orders. What you do with them now is up to you.

.
Alliance Agenda:

Espionage:

Life sure seems to be a string of mishaps, mistakes, and misappropriations. But
you’re still here, ain’t you?

.
Tough as Nails:

Trouble Magnet:

You’re more comfortable in someone else’s skin.

.
Evil Twin:
Mockingbird:

          

Homing Beacon
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Perform


“The price of freedom is eternal
vigilance.”

       

    

Bribery
        

.
Cover Story

Devil on the Shoulder

Trick or

:

.
Grenadier

Throw

Hail of Bullets

Ringing Ears
Shoot

.
Covert Entry
Operate
Flown Just About Everything

          

:
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Fly


“I’ve got your boxes right here—
you’re ready to sign for them, right?”

       

Ever since you were a kid you’ve
around a lot. Your parents were

    

Business
Insider

wares from place to place. You
followed in their footsteps and

Alliance when the time came for
you to start workin’. You love your

Negotiation

can say it, but you’re one of ’em.
Transporting goods is your
expertise and you know the ins and
outs of your ship, and many like
You know the ways of shipping
logs and datasheets like other
people know the names of family.
serves even better in the light of
what you do on the side. As much
as you love what you do, it don’t
pay well, and more money can
often be made under the table,
as it were.
You’ve taken a chance and
started using some of the nooks
and crannies of your ship to smug
gle goods from place to place.
Sometimes it’s for good, and
sometimes the gigs are a little
trickier. You do your best to keep
your nose clean, but once or twice
someone’s caught wind of what
you were doing. You’re so good at
and Parliament make people turn
their gorramn heads from the

        

I deal plain, ask any of my associates. There’ll be a hard bargain driven but, in the end,
everyone will be happy.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

Art of Negotiation: While negotiating goods and services, you may step up or
double
Perspicacious: When you size someone up with a Notice Action, spend 1 PP to roll
and add your Know to the action.

,

,

It’s nice having a free pass for mayhem.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

Your ship is your life, and
you treat it well. Without it, you
wouldn’t have any of what you
have now—and you intend to
make sure you keep it. If that
means a few deals and a couple
then so be it. .

.

Shift the Blame: Spend a Big Damn Hero Die that’s

or larger to shift one

of your social or legal Complications to another Crewmember or GMC.
Slide on By:
by mentioning your powerful connections, take a
Won’t Forget Your Face

Complication to step

up Trick for the Action.

,

,

If you want respect, dress as if respect is your due.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

you a slap on the wrist and send
you on your way.

.

instead of a

.

Power Tie: Spend 1 PP to create an Aura of Authority

Asset when you

dress to assert your dominance.
Snap and Point: When you issue orders in a tone that brooks no argument,
spend 1 PP to step up or double

for the Action.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

Sterling Reputation
reputation is all that matters holds true even in the heart of the Core
Worlds. A carefully cultivated reputation for honesty, tenacity, and
Portable Cortex Box

: Knowledge is power and knowledge is naught

but information. With the sum total of human knowledge
in the ’Verse.
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“I’m in, all or nothin’.”

       

When it comes to the air, you

    

Fighters,
Stunts
such ideas were destined to stay
dreams. You practiced as much as
        

without a ship of your own. But
notice of you and took you under

Lemme tell you, never get into a drinkin’ contest with a pirate crew. Sore losers, they are.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

you—the talent.

instead of a

.

Good Old-Fashioned Scrap:
Fight for the scene. Take a
Just One Drink:

Social

,

,

People seem to think you could stare down a wall and not blink.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Written on Their Faces:
of action.
Wait It Out: When someone asks you a question and you stonewall them, spend
Focus for the action.

,

Alliance orders. Failure to follow
orders, it turns out, still counts

,

describe me.
when you went out to a poker

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Bull’s-Eye:
Shoot
Ace:

Fly or Shoot Action,
Fly or Shoot

,

found another outlet for your

,

          

you take a spin around in that ship

Alliance Interceptor
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“I didn’t know they still made parts
for these! They don’t? Well, that
explains your problem.”

       

    

Engines
Shipboard
Computers

        
There are a lot of laws you follow. Newton’s second, for example.

.
Applied Physics
Throw
Rush Job
or step up a

.
Eureka!
Know.
Hypothesize

history.

Where do you get all these wonderful toys?

.
Early Adopter
Asset.
Familiar Controls: Step up Operate

          

Experimental Drone

:

:
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“Listen up! We’re going to go in

       

Buck up!”
You’ve spent years earnin’ the
reputation you have now. Hard
work and nothin’ else but a steady
hand and a steely gaze have led
you to this moment of authority.
You’ve got experience no one else
could have, since you’ve been here
since before the War was a blink
in your past superiors’ eyes. You
rose quickly to the task once it was
set before you: win the War. And
win it you did—now you have a
number of stars under your collar
and the image of clean and clear,
good ole Alliance heroism.
Too bad that ain’t the truth. Now,
you might have gone and done all
instrumental in winning the War.
But you aren’t so clean, and your
waters of loyalty are a mite murky.
You’ve done heroic deeds in the
name of the Alliance, but when
their heads are turned, you’ve
done more than enough to dirty
up any slate. You started smugglin’
to make good money when you
things that wouldn’t get noticed.
But now, you’re in control of a

    

Command

Command
Ships

        

There’s nothing glamorous about power, about holding lives in your hand. It’s the world
on your shoulders.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Hunker Down:
Survive and add it to your total after you roll.
Necessary Casualties: When a Crewmember follows your order to attack, give
them a Marching Orders
Complication they receive.

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Cult of Personality: When you try to inspire others through tales of your
own accomplishments, spend 1 PP to step up Social for the Action.

you how useful that can be.

Share the Woe: Crewmembers who seek your counsel to resolve social or

It don’t take much these days to
make a dollar if you aren’t getting
it honest, so you’ve been doin’

emotional Complications may add a Calming Presence

suits and your family wants for
nothing, and everyone is willing

to the Recovery

Action. Step back your Mental or Social during the following scene.

,

,

Sun Tzu was brilliant. After three thousand years we brought his doctrine to the stars.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

being an Alliance general. Most
people don’t ask questions, and

Bombard:

themselves looking into the deep
black when they’re sent on an
assignment from which they ain’t
meant to come back.

Attack Pattern Delta: When you lend your Fly Skill die to an Action when

Power has its perks. You know
it truer than true, and you don’t
intend to lose it any time soon.

may spend 1 PP to step up their Shoot on their next Action.
a pilot is following your battle plan, you can spend a Big Damn Hero Die

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Dress Uniform

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Worn on formal occasions, the dress uniform is a

authority.
Ceremonial Saber

: The tradition of commanders carrying sabers

modern combat, Alliance regulations stipulate that each saber
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“I’m gonna crack this rock like a
hard-boiled egg.”

       

    

Mining

        

day is a battle against the elements.

.
Blood, Sweat, and Tears:
Company Ties:

.
Fightin’ Type:

Shoot or Fight

War Stories:

Some say you’re a mite testy when you’re courtin’ bad news. Truth is, you’re a
mite testy all the time.

.
Anger Issues:
Seein’ Red:
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Zero-G


“Cry all you want. I ain’t got the
heart to listen.”

       

    

Grappling
Shuttles

        
There are wanted men everywhere in the ’Verse and people who’ll pay good money for ’em. This is what
you do. You don’t have to like it.

.
Tracker:

Asset at

Asset at a time.
Operate

to

.
Fightin’ Type:

Shoot or

Fight
War Stories:

You can talk your way out of a life sentence or into a locked room. Just don’t
make promises you can’t keep.

.
little heads.

Gift of Gab:
Start Fresh:

          

Whisper Firearm
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“Let’s just say I work in Human
Resources.”

       

    

Blue Sun
Protocol

Vanish

Evasion

        

.

Failure Is Not an Option:

You weren’t born to the life you’re livin’ now.

.
Cortex Specter:

Ghosts of Yesterday: Create a
history to step up your Fight Know

Sneak

Fight fair? Honey, why would I do that?

.
Get in Position

Sneak
Sneak

Sniper

Sniper Nest

Asset.

          

:

the target.
:

their past misdeeds.
Jesse Russell (order #6272787)
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“You can have your wars and
intrigue. Farming’s practical. You
got the credits, I got what you need.”

       

    

Farming

Patience

        
Terraforming made plenty of work for you, but it’s a rough life, whether it’s cows, corn, or
chemically-altered protein product.

.
Lay of the Land:
Asset.
Rugged:

You ever been with a warrior woman?

.
In Sickness and In Health:

For Richer or Poorer:

.
Got It In One:
Sea of Calm:

           

Farm Animals
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“Now, we can settle this all
peaceable like. I can guarantee
you ain’t gonna enjoy my second
proposal.”

       

    

Small Clues

Interrogation
        

.
Quick Draw
Shoot
Take Aim
My Crosshairs

Shoot
Move

In

Asset.

You’re charged with protecting the people and given the authority to do just that.

.
Public Figure
Talk ’em Down

.
Got It in One:
Sea of Calm:
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“A ‘fully stocked medkit’ ain’t a
bottle of homemade whiskey and
an old hunting knife!”

       

    

Core Politics

Medical Tech

First Aid

        
Your parents didn’t know what to do with you, other than enroll you in the
best schools, and wonder at your potential.

.
Eidetic Memory:

Know

Exceptional Talent:

:

Look, smarty pants, if we wanted schoolin’, we’d have gone to school.

.
Book Learnin’

Know

time to use them.
Pedantic

Y’ain’t a doctor yet, but you’re the next best thing.

.
Competitive Academic
Still Practicing
Treat

          

Cortex Comms Earpiece
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Know

Mental


“Let’s make a deal.”
Daddy always said that the best
thing in the world is a handful of
platinum and a glassful of whisky.
You liked his style and upgraded
to scotch. Ever since you was
little, you wanted to be the best
at something, and it turns out
that you’re really great at making

       

    

Bank
Operations

Cars

Big deals. The ones that make the
rich richer and the poor wish they
turn a phrase and convince anyone
to compromise quicker’n they’d
know how to say no.
Your deals are solid. You’ve
found a good place working for
corporations like Blue Sun brokering
business for them and for anyone
else with a good corporate name
and identity. You like the security
of the corporate world, and you
like how shiny their money is, and
how much of it they have, even
better. The corporate world ain’t
always emotionally satisfying,
though, because big, shiny dollars

Corporate
Systems

        

You’re a cog in the machine, keeping it working and perfectly placed to break it all apart.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Desk Jockey: Spend 1 PP to create a Corporate Workings

Asset to

represent your knowledge of the inner workings of bureaucracy.
Security Access: When you try to break into a company’s encrypted
network, step up or double Operate for the Action. If you fail,
take an ID Traced Complication equal to your Operate.

,

,

Romance? Flowers? Ain’t got time for that.
happy, but happier when you can
way that takes care of someone,
the way that does some good.
Best thing is, you’ve learned
how to make ’em so that it’s not

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Always Working: When you forgo a social gathering or downtime
and instead doggedly go to work, take a Strained Relationships
Complication to step up Focus for a scene.
Think Better Alone: When you have no other Crewmembers in the
scene with you, spend 1 PP to step up Mental for the scene.

cash. You make enough deals that
occasionally you can slide a little
squirrel it away for someone in
need. Those in need might not be
on the side of the corps, but you
they promise—and if they don’t,
on the wrong end of a deal.

,

,

I hate being on an allowance! I’ll have to save up for three months to buy a
new hotrod.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

Disposable Income: Spend 1 PP to create a

.

Asset when you buy

something the Crew needs.
Markers Around Town: You may keep three dice for your total when you
roll Trust Fund

instead of Trust Fund

. Take an IOU

Complication

or step up an existing IOU Complication after the Action.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

Sports Car
feel the wind in your hair. Hop into 700 horsepower of freedom.
Corporate Credit Card

: You don’t pay for your own travel and dining

expenses while on business trips. A bit of creative accounting can
net you some other perks, as well.
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“Anything needs done, I’ll do it.
You’re paying, right?”
There are bosses and employees
and many cogs in the working
wheels of business, but none so
important as the lackey. When
something needs doin’, you are
there to do it. You take tasks that

       

    

Business
Secrets

Hide

with style.
You grew up in the comfort of
corporate luxury. Your parents had
good money—not great money,
but good enough—and it kept
you out of trouble, for the most
part. You lived life to the fullest,
in fact, sometimes a little too full,

Blend In

        

Big decisions give me ulcers.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

a path of success and glory and
instead put you on the road to
doing what you could, and what
you could do was follow orders.
Your parents disowned you for your
mistake, so you was on your own
and had to get yourself together
and make what you could out of
a bad situation.
Lucky for you, when money is
what you need, corps are there to
provide, and they’ll look past a bad
record or two if you can do what
you’re supposed to do right. You
liked the idea of money, and you
had learned your lessons, so you
took up right quick on doing work
for the corporations—Blue Sun and
many others. Unfortunately for
you, sometimes a contract is more
complicated than you understand,
and right now you’re stuck under
thumb of some big corporations,
owing ’em your time and even a
little bit of cash.
It’s made you a mite desperate,
so you’ve taken a route less traveled
the side—still in the hands of the
corps, but maybe doing something
more unsavory than people would
necessarily expect. For you, it’s

instead of a

.

Not the Decision Maker: When someone tries to coerce you into action and
you defer to your superior, spend 1 PP to step up or double Focus
for the Action.
Point the Way: When you follow orders and use an Asset created
by another Crewmember in your dice pool, step back your
Mental for the rest of the scene to step up that Asset for the roll.

,

,

Folk say you’re greedy. They don’t understand that your retirement
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

A Bigger Cut: When you demand more pay, double

for the

social Complication, or step up a social Complication

scene. Take a

resulting from your demands.
I’ll Take That: Gain 1 PP when you keep something you promised to
someone else.

,

,

They own everything about me—my name, my history, even my DNA. But
they don’t own ME.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Big Brother Watches: When the GM creates a new Complication after
Sneak or Operate Action, you may step up
that Complication to rename it to Location Compromised and gain a PP.
Digital Phantoms: When you try to forge identities, spend 1 PP to step
up or double Operate for the Action.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Hacker’s Cortex Box

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Most Cortex boxes request access to information.

Yours takes information by force.
Corporate ID

: You’d be amazed the places you can go if you

have the right ident card.
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“Let’s see what’s inside…”
siren song. Hypotheses must be
tested. Experiments must be done.

       

    

You know that the best way to a
person’s heart is by cracking open
the chest and reaching in with both
hands. It’s been your entire life to

Anatomys
Scalpel

ain’t about to stop now. Nothing

Experimental Procedure

the truth. You’ve dedicated your
life to exploring the mysteries of
the mind and universe.
You started out in a world where
innovation was king—new things,
new technology, new discoveries.
You want more than that. You want
and secrets that have passed other
people by. What makes the ears
burn when someone talks about
you miles away? Does the nose
itch when someone is comin’? Old
wives tales, or psychic energy?
What lies unlocked in the core of
the brain, untouched by experts
and unexplored by even the most
enterprisin’ young scientists?

        

Just hold still, this is all in the name of science.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

This Is for Posterity So Be Honest: When you are
interrogate…er…“study” someone, you may use your
Craft Skill instead of

.

How Do You Feel? Interesting: Spend 1 PP to create a
Asset related to previous research you have done. If that
research is related to one of your Know Specialties, create
a

Asset instead.

,

Your expertise is undeniable
and unmatched when it comes to

,

Do as I say and you will be rewarded. Defy me and I will destroy you.
you get results unlike anyone
else. You’re willing to push the
envelope and never crack under
the pressure of corporate expecta
tions. You’ve got a cool, calm mind
and you’re rational sometimes to
a fault. Human nature and human
relations ain’t your deal, but give

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Dominance Games: When you try intimidating and coercing someone with
an

Action, spend 1 PP to add your Fight Skill to the dice pool.

Under Thumb: When you add an opponent’s social Complication to your roll,
you may step it up if you raise the stakes. If your opponent wins the roll, step
the Complication back.

,

,

you’ll be right on point.
Your results speak for them
selves and your corp shows a
blind eye to any sort of dealin’s
you do that they might otherwise
take issue with. Beneath your
pristine exterior, you sometimes
deal dirty to get access to things
that others don’t have—unusual
tech, unusual corpses…really, if
it’s unusual, you want to give it a

The universe is perfectly rational. There’s an explanation for everything if you dig
deep enough.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Fight or Flight:
be Taken Out of the scene, gain 1 PP.
Mystery Solved: If you replace your Know Skill with a

for your next roll, gain a

Big Damn Hero Die equal to that Skill’s normal die rating if your roll is successful.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Secret Lab

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Your research isn’t publicly known and you’d like to

keep it that way. This lab is hidden within a larger building with
a concealed entry that only you know of.
Favorite Scalpel
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: Painters use brushes and sculptors use chisels.


“Of course I can get you access
without an ident card. How much
were you payin’ me again?”

       

    

Network
Cortex

        
You’re a smug, self-assured sommbitch and you’re not afraid to say it.

.
Pride Goeth Before a Fall:
Social

Waves in the black don’t just happen. From world to world, you’ve made sure nobody stops the signal.

.
I’m Working Here:

In the Loop:

Someone’s after you—Alliance, the Triads, the Guilds, maybe all three. You’re a fugitive and you’re trouble.

.
Hide in Plain Sight:
Guilt by Association:

dead or your momma tells you

          

Cortex Smokescreen

the time.
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“Permit or no permit. There’s some
good cargo to be had out in the
black. I’d be a fool not to take it.”

       

    

Dismantling

Barter
        
You’re a little gorramn rough around the edges.

.
Rough Talk:

Obnoxious:

They never got around to building a schoolhouse where you’re from.

.
Barely Literate:
Underestimated:

for you to just swoop in and liberate them. Finder’s keepers.

.
will get paid.

Spare Parts:

This Is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things:

          

Alliance Salvage Permit
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“There’s no way I can save face now.”

       

    

Cover-Up
Politics
        
The demon in the bottle drags you in every time. You like to refer to it as having an expertise
in beverages; others like to refer to it as a serious problem. One of you is right.

.
Functional Alcoholic:

Gaps in Memory:

That’s the problem with ambition: the higher you climb, the longer the drop. You
really put yourself out there and now you’ve got to start over.

.
Coping Mechanism:
you may add your
Out of Your Element:

of power, for what that’s worth.

.
Pulling the Strings:
.
Promises, Promises:

          

Sympathetic Townsfolk

Commemorative Flask
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me and my crew to it. That’s what
I’m here for.”
    

Docks
Heavy Lifting

        
So many folk come and go at a spacedock, it’s like a daily class
in other cultures. It’s also gorramn drudgery and pays almost
nothing, so why not keep an ear open?

.
Cosmopolitan:
Unsavory Element:

Everybody is somebody’s son, daughter, brother, or sister. You maintain a connection to your
family that is as important to you as it is dysfunctional.

.
Family Gifts:
Thicker than Water:

You built your empire with your own hands. You may be a rich man now, but you’re
still the same sumbitch on the inside.

.
Hard Bargain:
Singin’ the Blues:

Social

          

Worker Bees
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“After I shot down the last man, I

       

the face of the gorramn Alliance!”
an empty pocket could buy, you
were heart and soul Independent
before the War even begun. You
grew up somewhere hard, and
cold, and there weren’t much
there for you and yours to have
when the Alliance came to take
it away. You might’ve once ended
up a farmer, a doctor, or somethin’
else fairly normal, but it turns out
that when war comes, you gotta
make a choice.
You made one hell of a choice.
Without that choice, lots of people
might not have made it back from

    

Stare Down
        

Was it that long ago already? There’s some truth to what people say about me.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

My Reputation Precedes Me: When you arrive in a new place, you may spend 1 PP
to create a They’ve Heard of Me Here
were dedicated, and you trained
as hard as you could to do the
best—the very best. More than
anything, you cared about your
fellow soldiers like they were

Asset.

Rather Not Talk About It: When you put yourself in a position to talk about your
Complication.

past, gain 1 PP and take an Old Wounds

,

,

These are your people: they work with their own two hands and make an
dear friends and sometimes some
thing even closer. So when the
time came to make an even harder
choice, you didn’t think twice. You
risked your life for others, and
did some heroics worth singin’
about. A lot of people owe you
their lives, and it’s sat with them.
They spread the word when the
War was over.
Speaking of the War being
over, it doesn’t seem like you’ve
got much to do with your life now
that it’s been done. You spend a

honest living.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Good People: When you ask the common folk for help when doing
so will attract unwanted attention, step up

for the Action.

Helping Hand: When you take the time to help out with hard labor
and don’t ask for recompense, gain a Big Damn Hero Die equal to
your Labor.

,

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

,

instead of a

.

Blowing Hot Air: When you succeed at a Trick Action, you may spend
a Big Damn Hero Die to give a character a Wrong Idea Complication

others—and have sometimes lent
your soldierin’ skills out when
someone tough was needed, but
most of your time is spent at the
bar singing along with songs that
praise your name.

of the same size.
Raconteur: When you embellish a tale for dramatic emphasis, you may
roll Trick instead of Perform for the Action. If you fail to raise the stakes,
take an Embarrassed

Complication.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Medal of Valor

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Decorated for extraordinary valor and courage

in the line of duty. This medal was the highest honor given
out by the Independents during the War.
Browncoat
became the symbol of their cause. These rugged coats
be worn comfortably in a variety of climates.
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“What is it Lucifer said, Shepherd?
Better to reign in hell than serve
in heaven?”

       

    

Motives
Parties

        

your dreams.

You trained as a Companion, but left that life behind to follow your own path.

.
Old Habits Die Hard
Notice

Social
Perform

Fiercely Independent

You go where the wind takes you.

.
New Horizons

Drive or Fly

Unbound

Physical

Those of us on the Rim don’t have much, but we stick together. There’s
a power in that.

.
I Know a Guy
Rumor Mill
Social + Know
Half the Story

          

Little Black Book

:

Companion’s Finery

:
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“The War isn’t over—don’t let those

       

still hunting us down.”
Independence is your soul.

    

forefront of the battle, hand on
your gun and heart on the line.

Bayonets

gave up, even when your superiors
had to take your gun to stop you
from shootin’ when it was obvious
to everyone else that the War
was over.
The War is never over.
You watched as the Alliance
took over and became, to you,
something monstrous. They called
it a “quality of life improvement,”
but to you it felt more like a stran
glehold on rights and liberties. You
watch ’em closely now, even after
all these years, waiting for ’em to
slip up, to make one mistake—for
the opportunity to pull out your
pistol and go guns blazing into the
front lines all over again.
You have pockets of contacts
all around the system who hold
onto independence with their
hearts, as well, and when the
time comes, you call on ’em, and
sometimes you’ve managed to
make life a better living for people
when you did. Weren’t much of a
fellow soldiers? You won’t turn
your back on ’em.
It’s been a long time since
you’ve trusted anyone truly and
comes right down to it, but you
still need a place to be, and in

        

You’ve lost so much you can’t bear to lose any more.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Hardass: When a Crewmember uses an Asset you created, step it back for the Action to gain 1 PP.
Respect Is Earned: When a Crewmember earns a

or larger Big Damn Hero Die on an

extraordinary success, spend 1 PP to give them a

Big Damn Hero Die.

Sounds like you could use a beer. I’m buying.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Drown Your Sorrows:
or seven, spend 1 PP to step back a Crewmember’s emotional Complication.
One Too Many: When you overindulge in alcohol, take a Drunk as a Skunk Complication
and choose a die rating. Gain 1 PP for each step above
Drunk You Are. If this Complication is recovered before it’s used in a dice
pool, the GM gets Plot Points for the bank equal to the number you gained.

,

,

All I gotta do is base jump down to the moving train, defuse the bomb, and stop
it before it crashes into the depot? Five minutes? No sweat.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Ready! Set! Action!: If you replace your Shoot Skill with a

for your next roll, gain

a Big Damn Hero Die equal to that Skill’s normal die rating if your roll is successful.
When your shot would Take Out an opponent and they spend

of battle with a unit, either way
it’s good enough. People don’t
rely on you too hard but you can
always pull out the stops when
your ideals are at risk.
and freedom is your whole life. It
don’t matter whether the Alliance
thinks they won—you know that
there’s still something worth

take the Plot Point and your opponent must spend a second Plot Point to

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Somewhat larger and heavier than a standard issue

only issued to soldiers who demonstrate superior marksmanship skills.
Flak Vest
in the ’Verse. It’s lightweight protection that has saved the lives of
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“My Uncle Po always used to tell
me ‘Shu dao husun san.’”

       

    

Forensics
Eavesdropping
Crime Scenes

        
Not much escapes your attention.

.
Trained Observer
20/10

Notice
Notice

Just the facts, dong ma?

.
Bloodhound:
Notice
I’ve Got Backup:
.

You’ve seen a lot of things during your time in the black and little is left to surprise you.

.
Been There: Create a

Done That

          

:
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“Haven’t we met? How unfortunate!”

       

You blend into the crowd. Ever
since you were a kid, you could
wanted. Whether it was the cool
kids at school or the bank guards
hanging out at the local bar, with
your charm and grace you were
welcomed in like a dear friend.
Sure, you tried to use it for good,
tidy purposes, but it turns out that
it’s much more lucrative to put your
talents to more nefarious works.
Early on it was simple thievery
and sleight of hand, but it grew
into harder business pretty fast.
Now you’re an expert. With
the curl of your smile, you draw
people into traps like a spider.
Which works quite well for you,
since you’ve got plenty of webs
to crawl around in. No one really
knows your name, or where you
came from, but you’ve been able
to build a network of contacts
and contracts that guarantee
your safety and your pocketbook.
When it comes to fancy gath
suited up and ready to roll with

    

Con
Cajole
        

I’m not opposed to a nice home, just don’t see the point yet. There are so many places to go!
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Make Yourself at Home: Gain 1 PP when you obviously take advantage of someone’s
hospitality or strain the boundaries of your host’s patience.
New Friends:

Social for

the scene. Step back Social for Actions with that GMC in subsequent scenes
in this Episode.

,

,

It doesn’t seem like there’s a power in the ’Verse that can keep you from being cheerful.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Good-Natured: Spend 1 PP to step up or double your Social Attribute
your hands on, and you’ve got
identities lined up from every
planet to keep you rolling under
the radar. If a pocket watch or two
goes missin’, it’s unlikely anyone
will target you as the villain—if’n
they even remember you at all.
You work in secrets and lies,
but at least you’re up front about
it when it’s time for business, and
the deal. You know how to read
people and how to tell what they
want. It’s always served you well
and it ain’t likely to change anytime
soon. From Companions to senators,
you know the path to their wallet
and exactly who to tell.

when you’re using your friendly manner to resolve a tense situation.
Straight-Shooter: Gain 1 PP when you openly tell the truth even

,

,

Twist ain’t got nothing on me.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Oh, This?: Spend 1 PP to take one innocuous item from a character in the scene
a character in the scene instead, and create a

Asset based on that item.

Size Up a Mark: When you size up someone, take a Mental + Notice Action.
where they’re from, what they’re carrying, and what they’ve been up
from that list instead.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Hidden Pockets

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: Every piece of clothing you own has an

unobtrusive pocket sewn into it. These are excellent places to
Secret Stash

: There’s a place only you know about. It holds

your most precious items and keeps them safe.
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“Deal out the cards. They can take
me to jail when I’m good and ready.”

       

    

Chinese Checkers

Sleight of
Hand
Gambling
        
The greater the risk, the greater the thrill. You’re addicted to the luck of the draw.

.
Risky Business:

All or Nothing:
jian huo

You can talk your way out of a life sentence or into a locked room. Just don’t make
promises you can’t keep.

.
the ben dan

Gift of Gab:
Start Fresh:

You know things you shouldn’t. Some call you a witch. They’re just scared of what you
represent.

.
Secrets, Secrets:
Mental + Know
Psychic Flashes:
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“So I found this thing…it mightn’t
belong to anyone…maybe it’s best
if you give it a home.”
You started out maybe as a
common thief, lootin’ and stealin’,
back in the days when you had to
take to have enough money to eat.
But you were good at it—damn
good. So you kept it up, even when
you mightn’t have to, and lived on
the richness. Life was good for
a while, but you felt something
awful when you traveled the world,
and it sat badly with you. People
were hurting. People like you once
was, stuck in a ’Verse that didn’t
quite treat them right and under
the thumb of people who didn’t
take care of them.
You decided to put your skills
to better use, then. Every time you
got the chance, you found a way
to take what you got dishonest
and set it to do somethin’ honest,
like getting medical supplies to

       

    

Losing
Pursuit

        

A locked door gives a nice illusion of security, doesn’t it?
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

B & E: When you try to get into a secured building, spend 1 PP to step up or double Sneak
for the Action.
Weak Point:

Fix instead of Labor or Fight.

,

,

Friends? Who needs ’em? I can get a half-dozen trustworthy rogues in the blink of an eye.
have much, or food for kids what
didn’t have a home or family to
feed them. It was good work, even
though some might have seen the
work you did to get the money or
goods as badly done.
Once, you got caught. You spent
some time in the clink, breaking
rocks or something similar, as they
do. You struggled with that, since
once a mark is on your life it’s hard
to wipe it out. It gave you a rough
time when you were trying to do
some good in a cold, hard world.
You met some people there, and,
for a while, you had a crew and
got a ship of your own. That ship
has stayed with you, but your
crew changes almost day by day

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

I Know Everyone: When the Crew needs an illegal or unconventional
service, spend 1 PP to create a

Asset that represents a contact who’ll

No Honor Among Thieves: When you pull in independent operators
Independent Operators Asset equal to your
. Step back the Asset after each time it is used. If it is
stepped back below

, or if the GM spends 1 PP from the bank,

turn it into an Independent Contractors

Complication.

,

,

Diamonds are a thief’s best friend. You can always use a few more friends, right?
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Ooh, Shiny!:
create a Heist

Asset.

The Thrill Is in the Chase: When you fence an item you’ve stolen that is
represented by an Asset, remove that Asset to gain a

,

Big Damn Hero Die.

,

when you go out to do some
          

were looking for.

Pick one Signature Asset
Laser Glasscutter

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: While not exactly subtle, a laser glasscutter does

entering.
Rappelling Gear

: A good harness and descent kit is imperative

when working in the Core. It makes top story entries
so much easier.
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Breaking
and Entering


“I don’t need to tell someone like
you that what I’m proposing is the
deal of a lifetime.”

       

    

Forgery

Fast Talk

        
There’s a sucker born every minute. You just gotta put your line in the water.

.
Instant Expert
step up a

Trick

The Stall

Those of us on the Rim don’t have much, but we stick together. There’s a
power in that.

.
I Know a Guy
Rumor Mill
Social + Know

Asset

Half the Story

There ain’t much meat on your bones.

.
Hard Target
Wiggle Room
Sneak

          

Trick Deck
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:

Move
Move


“Of course you’re in love with her.
I have a sense about these things.”

       

    

Emotions

Fast Talk
        
There’s a wealth of information all around you. It’s in the heads of the people you know.

.
Big Help

Two Heads Are Better Than One

A lot of folk are afraid of a little conversation but not you, you’ve got the gift of gab, see,
by you, ‘cuz…

.
Blather

Trick
Annoying

Friendly Banter: Step up Social

You know things you shouldn’t. Some call you a witch. They’re just scared of what you
represent.

.
Secrets, Secrets:
Mental + Know
Psychic Flashes:

          

:
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“Faith is the quiet stream on the
riverbed, working slowly to make
great change.”

       

    

Scripture

Listening

Preaching
        
I tell you, good people, that the Lord awaits in heaven for the righteous!

.
Sermonize: Step up
The Lord Provides
Treat

Shepherds aren’t the only people in the ’Verse who believe in a higher power.

.
Lost in Prayer:

Social

your Mental die.
Test of Faith:

Folks say you’re naïve. It ain’t that. You just grew up a mite sheltered, is all.

.
Easy Mark
Optimist

Treat

          

:
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“No question about it, sooner or
later we all got it coming.”

       

    

Horses

Con Jobs

        
Those of us on the Rim don’t have much, but we stick together. There’s a power in that.

.
I Know a Guy
Rumor Mill
Social + Know
Half the Story

This sort of life has a tendency to catch up with you.

.
Jack of All Trades

Sins Of My Past
Shoot or Trick

Trick of the Trade

Operate or Sneak

.
I Don’t Do That Anymore
Too Old for This
to use them.

          

:

:
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“Let me take care of you.”
your class in school, with a knack
for healin’. You barely had a minute

       

    

Improvised
Medical Tools

the War started and you found
your way as a combat medic for
the Independents. The days spent

Military
History

too much time closing the eyes
of the dead and too little time
safe. You built up a deep hatred
for the sight of Alliance cruisers
in the sky, and losing the War left
you sore deep inside, in a way that
no medicine could heal.
When the War was over, you went
to walk the world for a while. You

Triage

        

A little compassion goes a long way with the sick and injured.
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

A Little TLC: Before you attempt to heal someone with a Physical + Treat Action, spend
the Alliance wasn’t or where they
were less. You tried your hardest
to keep under the radar, but your
work was noticed. You have a
reputation for being a protector,
and more than once your good
deeds have caught the eye of the
Alliance. The Alliance don’t like
so more than once you’ve been
This has left you with a bit of a
desire to do something more.
Lately you’ve been seein’ evi
dence of people even more without,
and so you’ve been making a few
deals and shaking a few hands. This
has meant that a lot more people
are doing better and living longer,
but it also means that when the
time comes, you’ll be the one who’s
gonna take the heat. That don’t
mean much to you. Life matters
to you, and the Alliance seems to
be against certain kinds of livin’.
You’re going to make sure they
don’t win this time.

1 PP to step back one of their physical Complications.
Lasting Gratitude: When you successfully remove a character’s emotional Complication
with a Treat Action, gain a Gratitude

Asset.

,

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

,

instead of a

.

Dogged:
1 PP. Step up your Mental for any Action directly related to solving
that problem.
Indistractible: If you replace your Focus Skill with a

for your next

roll, gain a Big Damn Hero Die equal to that Skill’s normal die rating
if your roll is successful.

,

,

Hey, guys! Did you see that? Mom? Captain?
Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Never the Hero: When you get an extraordinary success, you may choose
to forgo the Big Damn Hero Die and instead gain two Plot Points.
Utility Hitter: Once per session when the GM rolls one or more
Opportunities, you may spend Plot Points to give a GMC a

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Medkit

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: A basic medkit is a collection of painkillers, antiseptics,

bandages, and antibiotics. It lacks the more specialized
instruments and variety of drugs found in a doctor’s bag, but
provides a solid, basic selection of medical tools.
Big Knife

: Knives are excellent weapons: silent, versatile,

blade, full tang, steel guard, and leather wrapped handle.
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“To me, it really does matter if you
are worth the bullet.”

       

    

Close
Quarters
Surveillance

        
You look tough, but looks aren’t everything.

others.

.
Blunt Instrument
step up your

or Fight

Social
Looming Shadow
Physical

Social

You’ve been in more tussles than you can count. Won most of ’em, too.

.
Sucker Punch

Fight

Victorious

You’re big, strong, and you follow orders. You get trusted with valuable
things of all sorts.

.
Silent Protector:
Get Behind Me:
to a

.

          

:
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“One for you, one for you, and one
for me. Shiny.”
You are a master of middle
management. When it comes
right down to it, you are the best
at what you do: brokering deals
and making sure that you get a
little something from each one.
You’ve been making arrangements
for people since you were a kid
in the schoolyard. And each time,
you always got something out of it.
Money, time, goods—you name it.

       

    

Black
Market

Criminals
Swindle

You started out small, but you
        

sort of life, but you like the life
with glitter and gold. You were
poor once, and now you’re not

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Hat in Hand: When you appear to be bargaining from a disadvantageous
position, spend 1 PP to create a

your deals go good. And more
often than not, they go north
rather than south.
On top of your smooth talkin’
ways, you also have quite a few
contacts ’round the ’Verse, on
many moons and planets, from
corporations to Alliance, criminals
to Browncoats. When someone
needs something to be done,
they know you’re the one to go
through, so long as they’re willing
to give you a little to grease your
palm and make the whole thing

Asset.

Tap Routine: When you stall for time or act as a distraction by performing
an old dance routine, Spend 1 PP to step up or double Perform for the roll.

,

,

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Broker: When you arrange for two parties to meet and discuss
business, spend 1 PP to create a Nominal Fee

Asset.

Where’s My Cut?: Gain 1 PP when you demand your cut of

,

,

Look on the bright side—you could have been onboard when the
gets you noticed, but mostly in
ways that are good rather than
the kind that get you wrapped
up in trouble and tomfoolery.
road when you wear your fancy
hat. Best of all, you’ve managed
to stay out of a load of trouble
fox with your own best interests at
heart. Ever since you got into the
business you’ve had to be a little
more careful, but no one seems
to think twice when you promise
them the sun and stars, because
your words are nothin’ but the
sweetest sound to a desperate
person’s ears.

Gain 1 Plot Point when you roll a

instead of a

.

Break It Easy: When trying to cheer someone up by talking about
how it could be worse, spend 1 PP to step up Treat for the Action.
Word in Edgewise: When you babble to distract yourself because you’re
nervous, step back your Social Attribute for the rest of the scene to create
a Just Keep Talking

Asset.

,

,

          

Pick one Signature Asset
Top Hat

and note that on your Crew Sheet.

: The top hat was once the mark of the high society gentleman

a scrap of respectability.
Pocket Watch

: A proper fob watch is a more elegant timepiece

than one worn on the wrist. It is an excellent accessory
for anyone with a sense of style and antiquity.
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“I’m no lao qian. You deal with
me and I’ll make sure you get a
fair bargain.”

       

    

Trade Guild

Transports

        
You’re in deep, and it’s a hole you can’t climb out of easily. But for the time being, you’ve got resources.

.
Something Borrowed:
Pay It Forward:
Asset.

Your business is in moving goods and services from one place to another under
Guild contract. It’s not as free as you’d like, but there’s security.

.
Get Out of Jail Free:

Shadow of the Guild:

.
Protect the Crew:
Lead the Crew:

          

Secret Stash

Emergency Alert
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“Zhua jin, I do not know what
you’re talking about. I help people,
dong ma?”

       

    

Kung Fu

Triads
        
You keep tellin’ folks you are legitimate. Someday, they might believe you.

.
a
Loan Shark:

You built your empire with your own hands. You may be a rich man now, but
you’re still the same sumbitch on the inside.

.
Hard Bargain:

you do yours.

Singin’ the Blues:

Social

You fought, swindled, and bargained your way to a position of minor leadership
in the Triad. Only problem is what to do now that you’re here.

.
Brutal:
Gang Warfare:
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